PREPARED WHEN REQUIRED

“A non-military design carry solution that meets similar
high demanding operational environmental needs”
(Aid worker security professional)

THE STORY
After years of experience with security risk management and collecting feedback from staff that has
been travelling to, and deployed to high risk environments, we have made RUNBAG to enhance your
safety. Your safety is important, and RUNBAG will strengthen your ability to manage risk. Easy access
to essential equipment can make a significant difference in any situation.

RUNBAG can meet challenging field environmental needs – or the frequent urban traveler’s desire
for a safe and easy carry solution.

THE INSIDE

Suitable Hand Luggage
(IATA regulations)

Due to its exclusive and tailor-made features,
the RUNBAG design provides unique access
and overview of your main compartment without
having to put the bag on the ground.

The RunBag is:
- Ultra light weight
- Theft secure design
- Flexible protective storage
- Easy overview and access to your content
- Delivered with hydration pack

NORMAL BAG

RUNBAG

THE UNIQUENESS
Its unique and tailor made features with various compartments ensures fitting of the content perfectly.
This ensures that your kit does not shift while on the move.
Protective storage system enables you to organize as you desire for easy access. Strategically placed
pockets for your key documents, provides you with an option for increased protection when needed.
Extremely effective when you pass through airport security checks.

Utilizing 75 years of combined experience managing risk and providing personal security awareness
training, we have customized the RUNBAG carry solution. This product complies with employers’
recommendations for what you should bring along when you are travelling and/or deployed to
environments where access to your kit is essential.

“It’s often the failure to follow basic security advice, such as not
bringing along an essential kit, that turns a manageable situation into
something more critical” (Security Manager NGO)
Measurements:
Material: Synthetics
Capacity: 20 litres
Weight: 0.43 kg
Color: Blue
Dimensions: 70x40x30 cm

RUNBAG values were created with the aim of reflecting the company’s core ambition to
contribute to the security and well-being of personnel traveling or deployed around the world.
EXPERIENCE-BASED
We actively seek end users’ input for
development of our product.
COMMITTED
Our business if founded on a personal desire
to contribute improved safety and security.
RESPONSIBLE
We take great pride in our design and quality,
and seek to learn from any situation that can
improve our product.

DEDICATED
By choosing our partners selectively, we are
able to fortify both the employer’s and the
individual’s desire to further strengthen their
duty of care.
This is accomplished through cooperation
with high-quality service providers who share
our.true desire to manage personal risk.
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